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full-line products
Electric
Counterbalanced
Rider Trucks

Electric Narrow Aisle Trucks

1.5T to 5.0T
Electric

1.0T to 2.0T

Reach Truck

2.5T

1.0T to 2.0T

Warehouse Equipment

Electric
4 4-wheel
wheel Electric

Internal
Combustion Engine
(cushion tire)

Electric Hand Trucks

Very Narrow
Aisle Truck

ICE

Diesel Forklift

Internal Combustion
Engine
(pneumatic tire)
1.5T to 45.0T
Port Machinery

2WD/Compact 4WD/4WD
Rough Terrain Forklift
Empty Container
Handler

Reach Stacker

3-wheel Electric

Rear drive 3-wheel Electric
A-series
2018 new product

Stacker

Pallet Truck

Reach Truck

Gas&LPG Forklift

Over 130 different truck models available

Side Loader

Heavy-duty Trucks

M series IC 1.5 - compact 4T
Evololution

Semi-closed roof*
protects driver from small
falling objects

G3
G2

Robot welding*
ensures reliability

G1
2006

2012

2017

Competitors
HELI H3 series

Adjustable pipes*
for easy maintenance

HC R series

*Simpler structure

*More reliable

*Easier maintenance

*CE compliance

*Lower price

Main Configuration
* Engine: MITSUBISHI, YANMAR, ISUZU, DEUTZ...
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM Technology

Thicken steel board*
by 10mm

Widen foot space*
by 50mm

* Oil Pum: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)
* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)

* Features for IC 2.5 - compact 4T only.

Upright column*
is more stable

Radiator cover”
for easy
maintenance

Consistent gap*
by professional
manufacturing

External screws*
avoid oil leakage

Lengthen foot step*
by 10mm

M series IC 4.5 - compact 12T
Main Configuration

Wide view mast
provides wide view

Improved radiator
is more reliable

* Engine: MITSUBISHI, CUMMINS, DEUTZ, PSI...
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM Technology
* Driving Axle: Linde (German brand)

Small steering wheel
is easy to manipulate

* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)

Competitors

Adjustable column
ensures ideal
operation position

Radiator cover
for easy
maintenance

Consistent gap
by professional
manufacturing

HELI G-series 5-10T
HC R-series 5-10T
*Lower price, especially for 12T
*CE compliance

Reliable hydraulic system
eliminates oil leakage

Tidy layout
is easy for
maintenance

M series IC 13.5 - 32T
Main Configuration

Tilting cab
is easy for maintenance

* Engine: CUMMINS (American brand)

Cummins engine
is powerful

* Transmission: ZF (German brand)
* Driving Axle: KESSLER (German brand)
* Hydraulic System: PARKER (American brand)

Strength and Weakness
weaknesses
W: Mast visibility

S: Power Chain

W: Cabin quality

Can-bus system
offers full diagnosis &
easy service

Wet-disc braking
is effective &
maintenance free

ZF transmission
reduces noise &
operating cost

Engine control module
reduces fuel consumption

Customer Reference

Low steps & large grab handle
offers easy access to the cab

Full floating axle shaft
minimize vibration

M series 3-wheel electric 1.6-2T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3
* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: PMP (Italian brand)

Semi-closed foof for
changing battery

* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Motors: Supec (ZAPI technology)
* Multi-way Valve: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Competitors
HELI G-series

Wide view from
compartment

Double drive
motors provide
strong power

HC A-series
* Strong power

* More reliable

* Small turning radius

*Lower price

*CE compliance

Two support blocks
avoid rolling over

Controller cover
ensures easy
maintenance

Decelerate from 13 to
8 km/h when swerve
ensures safety

Consistent gap
by professional
manufacturing

Smal turning
radius saves
space

M series Rear Drive 3-wheel 1.6T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3
* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM technology

Controller cover
ensures easy
maintenance

Semi-closed foof for
changing battery

* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Hydraulic system: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Competition Strategy
HELI G-series 1.5T
HC J-series 1-1.5T
* Bigger capacity

* More reliable

* Stronger power

*Lower price

* Smaller turning radius

*CE compliance

One drive motor
provide strong
power

Decelerate from 13 to
8 km/h when swerve
ensures safety

1544mm turning
radius saves
space

Wide view from
compartment

48V battery
ensures long
working hours
Consistent gap
by professional
manufacturing

Two support blocks
avoid rolling over

M series 4-wheel electric 4-5T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3
* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: PMP (Italian brand)

Wide view mast
provides wide view

Special -shape steel
enables quick
disassembly of cabin

* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Motors: SUPEC (ZAPI technology)
* Pumps: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Battery located back
as counterweight

* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)

Competitors
HELI G-series 4-5T
*Lower price
* Reliable performance

Double drive
motors provide
strong power

Reliable power chain
ensures reliable
performance

Wide operation space
provides comfort

M series reach truck 1.5-2T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3
* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM technology

Max. lift height
to 8.2m (option)

Emergency power off
button ensures safety

* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Motors: SUPEC (ZAPI technology)
* Pumps: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)
* Multi-way Valve: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Intellegent panel
is easy to read

Spacious cabin
is comfortable

Competitors
HELI G-series
HC J-series
* Higher cost performance
* Short lead time

* More reliable

ZAPI AC controller
ensures accurate speed control

Full AC system
provide stable power

M series VNA 0.7-1.5T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3

ThyssenKrupp steel channel
ensures reliability

Working light located on the
mast, improves illumination

* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM technology
* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Motors: SUPEC (ZAPI technology)
* Pumps: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Can-bus system
eliminates failure rate &
is easy for maintenance

Intellegent panel &
finger tip control
ensures accurate
command

* Multi-way Valve: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)
* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)

Competitors

Turret
can move 180 degree

Foreign brands: CROWN...
* Higher cost performance

Camera move with forks
ensures visibility on top

Change battery from
side, improves
efficiency

TCM technology
Transmission is
reliable and with low
noise

M series 2WD RTF 1.5-5T
Evolution
No diff. lock

Wide view mast
ensures visibility

2012, AU feedback, 2WD,
limited diff. lock to 100% type
LED lights provides
better lighting and
conserve energy

2015, compact
4WD hydraulic

2014, 4WD hydraustatic,
too big, too expensive
100% differential
lock in power shift
transmission

Application

Farming

Building materials
Mining

Wheel loader

Construction

Forestry

Snow field

Livestock

Mast tilt angel F/R 10°/12°
for divers application

Interlock parking brake
reduces fatigue

Detachable OHG for
quick cabin assembly

Reliable engine:
MITSUBISHI,
YANMAR, ISUZU
Full floating
system reduces
vibration

High quality tyres

High ground clearance

M series compact 4WD RTF 1.5-3.5T

Main Configuration
* Engine: MITSUBISHI, YANMAR
* Transmission & Axle: patented, self-designed
* Oil Pum: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

2WD/4WD switch,
shifts between
different conditions
Wide view mast
ensures visibility

* Multi-way Valve: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Mast tilt angel F/R 10°/12°
for divers application

Competitors
TOYOTA industrial forklifts

Interlock parking brake
reduces fatigue
Transmission & Axle:
patented, self-designed

Reliable engine:
MITSUBISHI, YANMAR

Detachable OHG for
quick cabin assembly

LED lights provides
better lighting and
conserve energy

Full floating system
reduces vibration

Upward steering
cylinder makes
turning radius smaller

High quality tyres
ensures stability

M series 4WD RTF 2.5-3.5T
Main Configuration
* Engine: YANMAR
* Transmission & Axle: DANA integrated trans-axle
* Oil Pum: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

2WD/4WD switch,
shifts between
different conditions
Wide view mast
ensures visibility

Tilting overhead guard
is easy for maintenance

Detachable OHG for
quick cabin assembly

* Multi-way Valve: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Mast tilt angel F/R 10°/12°
for divers application

Competitors
AUSA, MANITOU

Interlock parking brake
reduces fatigue

Reliable engine:
YANMAR

LED lights provides
better lighting and
conserve energy

Full floating system
reduces vibration

High quality tyres
ensures stability

A series IC 1.5-3.5T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3

New hand brake with a
button reduces fatigue

Intergrated plastic
cover protects parts

* Engine: MITSUBISHI, YANMAR, DACHAI, NISSAN
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM Technology
* Oil Pum: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)

Reinforced safe guard is
more reliable

3.5'' LCD display is
informative

* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)
Detachable safe guard
allows quick fix of cabin

Full floating safeguard
reduces vibration

Competitors

Special muffler reduces
noise by over 4db

HELI GII-series
HC XF-series

Engine vibration damper
reduces vibration

Suspension pedal is
sensative and allows
more room
Extended boarding
pedal increases
comfort

Suspension transmission
minimizes vibration

“V” type engine holder
reduces vibration

A series 4-wheel electric 1.5-3.5T
Main
Configuration
Class
1/2/3
* Battery: HAWKER (German brand, option)
* Transmission: ZHONGNAN, TCM Technology
* Controller: ZAPI (Italian brand)

LED lights provides better
lighting and conserve
energy

Widened mast by 30mm
improves visibility

* Display: ZAPI (Italian brand)
* Oil Pum: SHIMADZU (Japanese brand)
* Steering gear: EATON (American brand)

Competitors
HELI: no comparable model
HC A-series

L-shape allocated
motor is easy to
maintain
Special tyres
is more
energy-saving

Integrated trans-axle
reduces noise by 3db & is
easy to maintain
Spacious
operator
compartment

Reinforced safe guard
is more reliable

Controller located in
counterweight with a
cover is easy to
maintain
Steel-made side plates
is more reliable

Protection plate at
the bottlom of the
battery protects
pipes & wires
Speed improved for
higher efficiency

Thank you！

